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Sinequa and SYSTRAN Join Forces to Exhibit at Milipol,  
the 19th Worldwide Exhibition of Internal State Security 

 
 

Combined Solutions Empower Defense and Security Organizations to Transform Intelligence Data into 
Insight 

 
 

PARIS, France – November 10, 2015 – Sinequa, a leader in real-time Big Data search and analytics 

and SYSTRAN, the world leader in language translation software, today announced that they will join 

forces to exhibit at Milipol to be held at Paris-Nord Villepinte – November 17-20th, 2015. In the 

context of their partnership, Sinequa and SYSTRAN provide state of the art technologies enabling 

leading defense and security organizations to transform COMINT/OSINT data into insight. 

 

Today’s intelligence and law enforcement agencies around the world are facing ever-growing threats 

from civil conflicts, weapons of mass destruction, nuclear and chemical arms, money laundering to 

terrorist acts and cyberattacks. Intelligence analysts need an intuitive way to extract insight from 

massive-scale data contained in various internal and external sources – this includes everything from 

signals and transcripts to fund transfers, e-mails and social media. The combination of Sinequa Big 

Data search and analytics platform along SYSTRAN’s instant translation solutions for more than 45 

languages empower defense and security organizations to get real-time information at their 

fingertips for quick analysis and decision. 

 

“Over the years, Sinequa Big Data Search and Analytics has been deployed by leading defense and 

intelligence agencies facing huge challenges in terms of data collection, indexing and text analytics,” 

said Xavier Pornain, VP Sales & Alliances, Sinequa. “In combination, SYSTRAN’s automated translation 

solutions and Sinequa Big Data Search and Analytics provide these organizations with powerful and 

innovative technology to detect and process critical information in multiple languages while providing 

an exhaustive view of a given topic.” 

 

“Sinequa offers strong analytics for structured and textual data in a number of languages. With 

SYSTRAN, our joint customers can extend the analysis of textual data to more than 45 languages,” 

said Gilles Montier, Sales Director, SYSTRAN.  

 

Sinequa and SYSTRAN will be exhibiting in the Transmission, Communication and Interception Hall 

respectively in booths #5F248 and #5G247.  

 

To learn more about Sinequa Defense and Security, please visit: www.sinequa.com/sinequa-defense-

security  

To learn more about SYSTRAN Defense and Security, please visit: 

www.systransoft.com/industries/defense-security 

 

http://www.sinequa.com/
http://www.systransoft.com/
http://www.milipol.com/
http://www.sinequa.com/sinequa-defense-security
http://www.sinequa.com/sinequa-defense-security
http://www.systransoft.com/industries/defense-security
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 About SYSTRAN 
 

For over four decades, SYSTRAN has been the market leader in language-translation products and 

solutions, covering all types of platforms, from desktop to internet and enterprise servers. 

To help organizations enhance multilingual communication and increase productivity, SYSTRAN 
delivers real-time language solutions for internal collaboration, search, eDiscovery, content 
management, online customer support and e-Commerce. 
 
With the ability to facilitate communication in 130+ language combinations, SYSTRAN is the leading 
choice of global companies, Defense and Security organizations, and Language Service Providers. 
SYSTRAN is also the official translation solutions provider for the S-Translator, a default-embedded 
app on the Samsung Galaxy S and Note series. 

 
Since its early beginnings, SYSTRAN has been pioneering advances in machine translation and Natural 
Language Processing. Its latest achievement, a new-generation Hybrid MT, combines the 
predictability and language consistency of rule-based machine translation with the fluency of 
statistical MT. 
 
SYSTRAN is headquartered in Seoul, South Korea; Paris, France; and San Diego, USA. 
 
For more information, visit www.systransoft.com 
 
 

 About Sinequa 
 

Recognized as a leader in the Gartner 2015 Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Search report and The 

Forrester Wave™: Big Data Search and Knowledge Discovery Solutions, Q3 2015 report, Sinequa 

provides a real-time Big Data Search & Analytics platform for Fortune Global 2000 companies and 

government agencies. It offers users Unified Information Access to all textual and database data, 

supported by powerful analytics. Millions of users in the world's largest and most information-

intensive organizations, including Airbus, AstraZeneca, Atos, Biogen, Credit Agricole, Mercer, and 

Siemens, rely on Sinequa to put business-critical information at the fingertips of their employees. 

Sinequa develops its expertise and its business around the world with a broad network of technology 

and business partners. For more information, visit http://www.sinequa.com/.  

 
 Contacts 

 
Arnaud Dufournet, SYSTRAN  

Tel: +33 (0)1 44 82 49 00 
Email: arnaud.dufournet@systrangroup.com 

Erin Jones, Avista Public Relations for Sinequa 
Tel: 704-664-2170 
Email : ejones@avistapr.com 
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